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mental disability, primarily symptoms of posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) [4], as well as comorbid mental
health entities, such as symptoms of depression [5],
symptoms of anxiety [6], substance abuse [7], and violent
behavior [8]. Also, research into the effects of war-zone
stressor exposure on veteran physical health [9] and general life adjustment and functioning [10] has been
steadily increasing. A smaller subset of studies has disaggregated the global war zone experience to demonstrate
how its multiple features may differentially affect health
outcomes [11]. In addition to direct combat exposure,
military personnel within a war zone typically confront
episodes of extreme fear, exposure to the rather ghastly
consequences of contemporary asymmetric warfare, lack
of facilities and the usual comforts of daily life, and periods
of boredom, among other stressors. Finally, one specific
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INTRODUCTION
A large body of professional and scientific literature
has examined the vulnerability and protective factors
related to the health and well-being of military veterans
who have served in our wars [1–3]. Much of the research
in this arena has concentrated on the influence of combat
exposure as it relates to mental distress and longer-term
395
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cohort of veterans, those deployed to the 1990–1991 Gulf
War, has a unique stressor or risk factor: the belief that
they could have been exposed to natural or man-made
toxins that affect their postdeployment health.
Indeed, studies of the postwar health of Gulf War
veterans have emphasized a search for environmental
agents that might explain the physical and neurocognitive
complaints of many veterans of that conflict (e.g.,
fatigue, musculoskeletal symptoms, and memory/concentration problems). In the years following the Gulf
War, scientists, healthcare professionals, and veterans
themselves believed that the incidence of distress and illness was likely a result of exposure to nuclear, biological,
or chemical (NBC) agents. However, after 15 years of
research, war-related psychosocial stressors are the one
class of variables that has consistently survived scrutiny
by various oversight committees that have examined the
causes of the significant rates of distress and illness
among Gulf War veterans. Reports issued by the Defense
Science Board [12], National Institutes of Health [13],
Institute of Medicine [14], Presidential Advisory Committee [15–16], the Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating
Board [17–18], and the Research Working Group of Military and Veterans Health Coordinating Board [19–20] all
noted that exposure to stressful and traumatic events is a
potential factor in Gulf War illnesses. Further, the important role of stress is highlighted in reviews of the scientific literature and recent articles on the health of Gulf
War veterans [21–23].
Interestingly, several reports and research studies
have advocated for the viability of an interaction between
war-related psychosocial stressors and exposure to NBC
agents in the prediction of health outcomes [15,24–27].
This expectation would suggest that in the presence of
environmental toxins, the effect of psychosocial stressors
on health outcomes is exacerbated. That is, for those individuals with higher exposure to toxic agents (the moderating variable), the association between psychosocial
stressors and negative outcomes is stronger than for those
exposed to lesser amounts of toxic agents. To our knowledge, this assertion of a synergistic effect has yet to be
tested and represents the key issue addressed in this
study.
We sought to document the potential influence of
several war-related risk factors on a set of mental, physical, and functional health outcomes using a national stratified sample of community-residing Gulf War veterans
10 years after the close of that conflict. The risk factors

included three war-related psychosocial stressors, all
assessed with the Deployment Risk and Resilience
Inventory (DRRI) [28–29]: (1) perceived threat, a more
subjective dimension that captures fear of harm or death;
(2) combat experiences, a more objective report of actual
warfare events; and (3) aftermath of battle, again a more
objective account of exposure to the destructive consequences of war. A fourth risk factor, also drawn from the
DRRI, was perceived exposure to NBC agents as
reported by the veteran. This potential predictor of health
and functioning was included because of its high degree
of salience to the Gulf War veteran population and to
accommodate the inquiry into potential synergistic
effects, albeit with a self-report assessment of perceived
NBC exposures. In selecting health outcomes, we chose a
broad approach: (1) for mental health, the critical variable of PTSD symptoms and the often comorbid symptoms of depression and anxiety; (2) for physical health,
symptom and condition indicators particularly germane
to Gulf War illnesses; and (3) both physical and mental
functional health status, in recognition that quality of life
and health-symptom severity are not isomorphic.
Our general working hypothesis was that risk factors
would be related to health outcomes in the expected
direction. Beyond this general expectation, we hypothesized that the risk factor of perceived threat would be the
most potent predictor—even more powerful than combat
experiences—as has been demonstrated in prior studies
of Vietnam veterans [11] and other Gulf War veteran
samples [30]. Of the most importance, we anticipated
interaction effects between war-related psychosocial risk
factors and perceived exposure to environmental toxins
reported by the veteran, in keeping with the synergistic
hypothesis proposed in the literature.

METHODS
Human Subject Considerations
Human subject approval was obtained from the institutional review board (IRB) of the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Boston Healthcare System. In addition,
the project upon which this study was based received
approval from the Federal Office of Management and
Budget pursuant to the requirements of the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1995.
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Participants and Survey Procedures
Using information supplied by the Department of
Defense (DOD) Manpower Data Center and the VA, we
selected a national sample of community-residing Gulf
War veterans in accordance with a stratified random sampling plan. The sample was initially stratified on predeployment duty status and health registry status according
to their representation in the larger population. Predeployment duty status refers to whether the individual was
deployed to the Persian Gulf region from active duty or
from National Guard/Reserve units. Registry status refers
to whether or not an individual was enrolled in one of
two health monitoring programs, either the Comprehensive Clinical Evaluation Program initiated by the DOD or
the similar Gulf Registry Health Examination Program
administered by the VA. Within these four groups, the
sample was further stratified on sex; female veterans
were oversampled to yield a sample distribution that was
composed of approximately 75 percent men and 25 percent women.
A professional telephone survey organization with
experience in national surveys of veteran populations
conducted data collection. Prior to being contacted by
telephone, veterans were informed by letter that they
would be invited to participate in a telephone interview.
A trained interviewer then contacted participants 2 weeks
later. Each interview lasted approximately 45 minutes.
The interview was accompanied by an invitation to contact a clinical psychologist (name and telephone number
provided) if “any part of this conversation has been
upsetting to you.” In addition, the trained interviewers
were provided with a detailed list (“Where to get help if
people ask”) of services related to VA facilities and general healthcare, marital and family counseling, spouse
and child therapy, disability compensation, other benefits,
and Gulf War illnesses. Only four participants contacted
the clinical psychologist on call, whose records indicated
that all four veterans called simply to say they had more
information to provide to the study that they had not
reported at the time of the interview. No distress calls
were noted, and no incidents were reported to the IRB.
The interview adhered to standard practices for the protection of human subjects (emphasis on the voluntary
nature of participation, ability to stop the interview at any
time, confidentiality, etc.).
The study was conducted in March and April of
2001, approximately 10 years after the Gulf War. A total
of 1,572 telephone calls were initiated. Of these, 400

(25%) were to numbers where contact could not be
achieved (e.g., telephone disconnected, person of that
name unknown to the call recipient, veteran deceased).
For another 568 cases (36%), one or more calls were
completed to an answering machine or to another member of the family/household but not to the targeted veteran per se. Of the remaining 604 veterans (38%) who
were successfully contacted, 34 (6%) did not qualify for
the study (e.g., did not really serve in the war) and 36
(6%) refused to participate or terminated the interview.
Finally, 357 of the 604 contacts (59%) were interviewed
and provided data, while 177 of the 604 contacts (29%)
agreed to be interviewed but were not included because
no more data were needed for completion of the stratification and sampling design quotas. Thus, locating veterans was a challenge (see comments in the “Clinical
Implications and Limitations” section, p. 405) but, once
veterans were located and personally recruited, their participation rates were quite good. See Table 1 for characteristics of the 357 participants who supplied data.
Measures
DRRI War-Zone Stressor Measures
Three war-zone stressor measures were taken from
the DRRI [28–29], a collection of scales aimed at
appraising factors that might render war veterans more or
less vulnerable to postwar distress, adjustment difficulties, and ill health. The DRRI was developed to allow the
characterization of war-related experiences from a multidimensional perspective. Recognizing that much of the
trauma and PTSD literature for military personnel
derived from the Vietnam War experience and focused
overwhelmingly on combat exposure per se, the instrument authors sought to empirically support operationalizations of novel constructs that are also ecologically valid
in terms of contemporary deployments and give a
broader perspective on war-related events and circumstances. Using a rational classical test theory-oriented
approach to test development, the authors placed particular emphasis on the soundness of the content of the core
constructs, both content relevance and breadth, informed
by a first-stage series of focus groups with members of
the target population. Three additional data collections
served to trim the item pool, provide early and confirmatory reliability estimates, and demonstrate nomological
validity vis-à-vis expected group differences (e.g., men vs
women, regular active duty vs National Guard/Reserve
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Table 1.
Participant characteristics.

Variable
Frequency (%)
Sex (n = 357)
Female
86 (24)
Male
271 (76)
Age Group (n = 355)
20–30
26 (7)
31–40
124 (35)
41–50
98 (27)
51–60
91 (26)
>60
16 (5)
Ethnicity (n = 356)
Hispanic
19 (5)
Non-Hispanic
337 (95)
Race (n = 354)
Pacific Islander
1 (0)
American Indian/Alaskan Native
5 (1)
Asian
2 (1)
Black or African American
55 (15)
White
289 (82)
Biracial
2 (1)
Military Branch (n = 357)
Marines
19 (5)
Army
277 (77)
Navy
20 (6)
Air Force
39 (11)
Coast Guard
2 (1)
Predeployment Duty Status (n = 357)
Active Duty
238 (67)
National Guard/Reserves
119 (33)
Registry Status (n = 357)
Registry
52 (15)
Nonregistry
305 (85)
Sought Mental Health Care After War (n = 355)
Yes
79 (22)
No
276 (78)

personnel) and associations with health outcomes (e.g.,
neurocognitive functioning, PTSD symptoms, physical
complaints).
The suite of 14 scales that comprise the full DRRI
assesses multiple dimensions of the deployment experience: indicators of more objective as well as more subjective features of deployment, both higher magnitude
and lower magnitude stressors, events and circumstances
closely associated with the warrior mission, and interpersonal aspects that characterize the deployment experience. One or more DRRI scales may be used as standalone measures or the full inventory may be employed to
evaluate predeployment, deployment, and postdeploy-

ment dimensions that have implications for veteran
health and adjustment. Further elaboration of the psychometric properties of the DRRI, including group means
and indices of variability, internal consistency reliability,
test-retest reliability, and validity coefficients are available elsewhere [28–29].
The first DRRI measure used in this study was the
perceived threat scale, which is composed of 15 items
that evaluate one’s fear or sense of safety and well-being
in the war zone, including judgments concerning potential threat to life or bodily integrity. This factor reflects
emotional or cognitive appraisals of situations that may
or may not accurately represent objective or factual reality. Sample items include “I was afraid that I would
encounter a mine or booby trap,” and “I felt I was in great
danger of being killed or wounded.” The response
options are 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree.
The total score is computed as the sum of the item ratings. The coefficient alpha for this scale is 0.89.
A second war-zone stressor measure was the DRRI’s
combat experiences scale, which contains 20 items that
document exposure to stereotypical warfare events and
circumstances, such as firing a weapon, being fired on,
witnessing injury and death, and going on special missions and patrols that involve such experiences. Sample
items include “I went on combat patrols or missions,”
and “I fired my weapon at the enemy.” Responses are
coded dichotomously (0 = no, 1 = yes), with the total
score computed as the sum of item responses.
The third measure of war-zone exposure was the
DRRI’s aftermath of battle scale. The 15 items in this
measure reflect exposure to the consequences of combat,
including observing or handling human remains, dealing
with prisoners of war, and observing other consequences,
such as devastated communities and homeless refugees.
Sample items include “I took care of injured or dying
people,” and “I saw the bodies of dead civilians.” This
measure is also scored dichotomously (0 = no, 1 = yes),
with the total score calculated as the sum of item
responses.
DRRI Measure of Self-Reported NBC Exposures
We also took a measure of self-reported NBC exposures from the DRRI. For this scale, participants were
asked about exposure to 20 different types of agents that
the respondents believed they had encountered while
serving in the war zone. Sample items include “While I
was deployed, I was exposed to pesticides in flea collars,”
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and “While I was deployed, I was exposed to diesel or
other petrochemical fuel on my skin.” Response options
are 0 = no exposure, 1 = don’t know, and 2 = yes. A sum
of affirmative responses was computed.
Symptoms of PTSD and Comorbid Mental Health Problems
PTSD symptoms were assessed with the PTSD
Checklist-Military Version [31]. This scale contains 17
items that directly reference the cardinal symptoms of
PTSD (intrusive thoughts and memories of the traumatic
event, avoidance of reminders of the event, emotional
withdrawal, and hyperarousal) as set forth in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-Fourth
Edition [32]. Respondents rate on a 5-point scale (with
anchors ranging from 1 = not at all to 5 = extremely) how
much “. . . you have been bothered by that problem.” In
the present study, the time frame of “the past 3 months”
was used. The coefficient alpha for this scale is 0.95, and
it is highly correlated with other recognized measures of
PTSD [33].
An adapted version of the 7-item Beck Depression
Inventory-Primary Care was used to index depression
symptoms [34]. This measure consists of seven statements extracted from the original Beck Depression
Inventory [35] but with a variation in the response format. Sample items include “In the last 3 months, I have
felt like a failure,” and “In the last 3 months, I have had
thoughts of killing myself.” Unlike the original Beck
instrument, each item is rated on a 5-point scale, with
anchors ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 =
strongly agree. Scores on the original Beck Depression
Inventory have correlated well with clinicians’ judgments of depression intensity [36]. The coefficient alpha
for this brief form of the measure is 0.91.
Anxiety Symptoms
Anxiety symptoms were measured with an abbreviated and adapted 7-item form [34] of the larger Beck
Anxiety Inventory [37]. Sample items include “In the last
3 months, I have been unable to relax,” and “In the past
3 months, I have had a fear of losing control.” Again,
unlike the original Beck Anxiety Inventory, a 5-point
response scale accompanies each item, with options 1 =
strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree. The full Beck
Anxiety Inventory is highly correlated with other measures of anxiety [36]. The coefficient alpha for this 7-item
version is 0.90.

Physical Health Outcomes
Based on a review of the literature on health problems reported by Gulf War veterans [15–18,38–40], a list
of 27 symptoms (e.g., skin disorders such as rashes,
eczema, or psoriasis; recurrent headaches; wheezing,
shortness of breath, or coughing) and 25 conditions (e.g.,
chronic fatigue syndrome, gastritis-gastroenteritis, fibromyalgia-fibrositis) was compiled. Participants used a
yes-no format to indicate which physical symptoms they
had experienced over the past 3 months (but not before or
immediately after their deployment to the Persian Gulf
region) and for which current (and not preexisting conditions) they had received a diagnosis by a physician or
other health professional. A total symptom count was
computed as the sum of endorsed symptoms. A total condition count was computed as the sum of all current diagnosed conditions.
In addition, a case definition of multisymptom Gulf
War illnesses developed at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) was included as a third physical health outcome [38]. According to this case
definition, an individual must have one or more chronic
symptoms from at least two of three categories: (1) fatigue,
(2) mood-cognition (feeling anxious, feeling moody, feeling depressed, difficulty sleeping, trouble finding words,
difficulty remembering-concentrating), or (3) musculoskeletal (joint pain-stiffness, muscle pain). We used endorsement of the symptom “excessive tiredness” to assess the
fatigue category. The mood-cognition category was
indexed by the symptoms of “excessive moodiness,”
“excessive irritability,” and “recurrent sleep disturbances” and by symptoms of problems with attentionconcentration-memory occurring at least once or twice a
week. We used the symptoms “loss of muscle strength,
muscle pain, or muscle exhaustion” and “joint pain or
stiffness” to assess the musculoskeletal category. Each
participant was classified as a case (or not) following the
CDC guidelines.
Functional Health Status
The 12-Item Short Form Health Survey (SF-12®)
[41–43] assessed physical functioning, role limitations
due to physical problems, social functioning, bodily pain,
general mental health, role limitations due to emotional
problems, vitality, and general health perceptions. This
measure is a shortened version of the full 36-Item Short
Form Health Survey (SF-36®) [44]. We combined item
scores to create two scale scores: one assessment of physical
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functional health status and one measure of mental functional health status. As with the full SF-36, scores on
these physical and mental components are orthogonal.
This abbreviated instrument has been found to reproduce
at least 90 percent of the variance in the physical and
mental subscales of the SF-36, which has well-established
reliability and validity [44–45].
Analyses
To maximize the total number of items that could be
administered to the full sample, we used a planned missingness design [46]. Six variations on the composition of
the item set were systematically developed and randomly
assigned and administered to subsets of study participants. To accommodate the resulting incomplete data, we
implemented 10 data imputations [47]. The data then
were analyzed using the Stata® software package (Stata
Corp, LP; College Station, Texas) [48], with standard
errors corrected for sample design weights and a 2 (predeployment duty status) × 2 (registry status) × 2 (sex)
stratification structure. Design weights were calculated as
the inverse of the probability of selection. Parameter estimates and their standard errors were combined across
imputations according to Rubin’s formulas [49]; the
degrees of freedom were calculated with the updated formulas proposed by Barnard and Rubin [50].
Following the calculation of standard descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations between the DRRI pre-

dictors and the mental, physical, and functional health
outcomes, we relied on multiple regression as our primary analytic strategy. In a series of simultaneous multiple regression models, scores on the four DRRI scales
(perceived threat, combat experiences, aftermath of battle, and self-reported NBC exposures) as well as the
terms representing interactions of the first three of these
DRRI factors with the NBC exposures variable (threat ×
NBC, combat × NBC, and aftermath × NBC) were
regressed on each of the eight outcomes. All independent
variables were centered prior to the analyses. Also, to
reduce the likelihood of Type 1 error, we used a familywise 0.01 level of significance with Bonferroni correction. Accordingly, independent variables in the multiple
regression models were considered significant if the
probability of a Type 1 error was <0.0014 (computed as
0.01 divided by 7, the number of predictors in each
model). With familywise Type 1 error rate limited to
0.01, experimentwise Type 1 error rate (over all eight
analyses) was <0.08.

RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics
Table 2 reports the mean, standard deviation, and
range for all study variables. Of particular interest is the

Table 2.
Descriptive statistics for all study variables.

Variable
DRRI-Assessed Risk Factors
Perceived Threat
Combat Experiences
Aftermath of Battle
Self-Reported NBC Exposures
PTSD and Comorbid Mental Health Problems
PTSD Symptoms
Depression Symptoms
Anxiety Symptoms
Physical Health Outcomes
Symptom Count
Condition Count
CDC Caseness
Functional Health Status (SF-12®)
Mental Functional Health Status
Physical Functional Health Status

Mean ± Standard Deviation

Range

47.37 ± 11.13
3.99 ± 3.24
5.99 ± 4.11
21.63 ± 6.72

20–74
0–14
0–15
4–37

33.26 ± 16.21
18.12 ± 7.20
16.82 ± 7.70

17–80
7–35
7–35

6.34 ± 5.77
1.99 ± 2.64
0.54* ± 0.53

0–24
0–13
0–1

47.67 ± 11.48
45.88 ± 11.58

13–66
15–65

*Represents proportion or percentage of people who qualified as Gulf War illness case as defined by Centers for Diseases Control and Prevention (CDC) criteria.

DRRI = Deployment Risk and Resilience Inventory; NBC = nuclear, biological, or chemical; PTSD = posttraumatic stress disorder; SF-12® = 12-Item Short Form
Health Survey.
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mean score of 33.26 on the PTSD Checklist-Military Version, which suggests that the average item response was
just under 2 (indicating “a little bit” of difficulty or problem). Weathers and Ford reported an average of approximately 34 for Vietnam veterans without PTSD and an
average of 64 for Vietnam veterans with PTSD; their
optimal cutoff score for caseness was 50 [31]. Blanchard
et al. reported an average score of about 46 for a sample
of motor vehicle accident victims [33]; their optimal cutoff score for a diagnosis of PTSD was 44. Using the recommended Weathers and Ford cutoff score of 50 for the
present group of veteran participants [31], we found that
16 percent of the population represented by this sample
would screen positive for a PTSD diagnosis.
Also, some health outcomes have direct interpretation with regard to prevalence rates and comparisons of
scores to normative standards. On average, respondents
endorsed more than 6 of the 27 symptoms commonly
associated with Gulf War illnesses and almost 2 of the 25
conditions for which a positive response required a physician’s diagnosis. Although not reflected in Table 2
(because they are not primary outcomes but rather elements in the composite physical condition index included
there), approximately 12 percent of the veterans reported
physician-diagnosed chronic fatigue syndrome and
27 percent endorsed a physician-diagnosed musculoskeletal condition, either fibromyalgia-fibrositis or joint disease, both considered hallmark indices of Gulf War
illnesses. With regard to our estimate of multisymptom
illnesses using the CDC criteria, the mean value in Table
2 indicates that 54 percent of the respondents in this

broad-based national sample could be considered cases.
This proportion is slightly higher than the proportion of
cases Fukuda and his CDC colleagues identified among
their sample of Gulf War veterans drawn from Air Force
National Guard and Air Force Reserve units (45%) [38].
However, it is somewhat lower than the proportion of
cases of multisymptom illnesses identified in another
large study of Army Gulf War veterans (60%) [27]. We
should note that the estimate from the present study is
within the range of these other two well-regarded investigations. Nonetheless, all of these prevalence estimates
are quite high and call into question the discriminant
validity of the Gulf War illnesses construct itself, if not
also the sensitivity of the putative indicators as proposed
by the CDC. Clearly, additional work to refine the syndrome is in order.
The SF-12 subscales indexing physical functional
health status and mental functional health status averaged
45.88 and 47.67, respectively. These values fall just
below the population mean of 50, as derived from the
standardization and norm-based scoring system for this
instrument (T scores: mean of 50, standard deviation of 10).
Bivariate Associations Between DRRI Scales and
Health Outcomes
Table 3 presents bivariate correlations between the
four DRRI risk factor scores and the set of mental, physical, and functional health outcomes. The large majority
of these correlation coefficients attained statistical significance (p < 0.01). For ease of presentation, those correlations that equal or exceed what might be considered a

Table 3.
Bivariate correlations between risk factors and health outcomes. Correlations ≥0.20 are underlined; correlations ≥0.35 are displayed in bold.
Some associations were reported previously as part of article on psychometric properties of Deployment Risk and Resilience Inventory (DRRI) [1].

DRRI-Assessed
Risk Factor
Perceived Threat
Combat Experiences
Aftermath of Battle
Self-Reported NBC
Exposures

PTSD & Comorbid Mental
Health Problems
PTSD
Depression Anxiety
Symptoms Symptoms Symptoms
0.52
0.32
0.28
0.39

0.31
0.16
0.19
0.29

0.42
0.18
0.16
0.33

Physical Health Outcomes
Symptom Condition
Count
Count
0.40
0.18
0.14
0.35

0.28
0.10
0.05
0.27

Functional Health
Status

CDC
Caseness

SF-12®
Physical

SF-12®
Mental

0.28
0.11
0.17
0.30

–0.28
–0.21
–0.13
–0.28

–0.38
–0.18
–0.09
–0.27

1. King LA, King DW, Vogt DS, Knight J, Samper RE. Deployment Risk and Resilience Inventory: A collection of measures for studying deployment-related experiences of military personnel and veterans. Mil Psych. 2006;18(2):89–120.
CDC = Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; NBC = nuclear, biological, or chemical; PTSD = posttraumatic stress disorder; SF-12® = 12-Item Short Form
Health Survey.
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modest effect size of r = 0.20 are underlined and those
correlations that equal or exceed a moderate effect size of
r = 0.35 are displayed in bold type.
The most powerful associations were between perceived threat and health outcomes. In fact, perceived
threat was associated at or above r = 0.20 with all of the
outcomes and at or above r = 0.35 with four of the eight
outcomes, in contrast to the correlations of the more
objective event-based war-zone stressors (combat experiences and aftermath of battle) with health outcomes,
where the associations were markedly weaker. Perhaps
most noteworthy is the fairly strong correlation of r =
0.52 between perceived threat and PTSD symptoms; for
the more objective measures of combat experiences and
aftermath of battle, the relationships with PTSD symptoms
were notably weaker, r = 0.32 and 0.28, respectively.
The DRRI’s self-reported NBC exposures variable
was associated with each health outcome. In absolute
value, correlations ranged from r = 0.27 to r = 0.39, with
an average r = 0.31. For this DRRI measure, the strongest
bivariate correlations were with the total symptom count
(r = 0.35) and PTSD symptoms (r = 0.39).
Multiple Regression Analyses
Table 4 presents the results of the multiple regression
analyses for all health outcomes. The proportion of variance accounted for by the simultaneous model that
involved all seven independent variables ranged from
11 percent in the prediction of CDC caseness (a pseudo-R2
for this dichotomous outcome) to 37 percent in the prediction of PTSD symptoms. Across all eight equations,
perceived threat and self-reported NBC exposures were
consistent and significant main effects and in the
expected directions: higher levels of perceived threat and
more self-reported NBC exposures were associated with
more negative health outcomes.
We found several significant interactions that
involved perceived threat and self-reported NBC exposures: prediction of PTSD symptoms, anxiety symptoms,
and mental functional health status. In addition, the model
that predicted depression symptoms yielded a t statistic
of 3.12 (p = 0.0016) for the threat × NBC interaction
effect that was just shy of reaching the specified significance boundary of 0.0014. In all cases, the pattern of
findings was the same. For individuals who thought that
they were exposed to more NBC agents, the relationships
between perceived threat in the Persian Gulf region and
PTSD symptoms, anxiety symptoms, (possibly) depres-

sion symptoms, and mental functional health status were
relatively strong and in the expected direction. For individuals who self-reported low exposures to NBC agents,
the associations between perceived threat and the outcomes were weaker. Such interaction effects did not exist
for the physical health outcomes or for physical functional health status, and no other significant interactions
were noted.

DISCUSSION
The findings of this study reveal that 10 years after
the end of the Gulf War, the veterans of that conflict have
health complaints that may be associated with their military service, results consistent with other major work
[21,23]. As set forth in the general working hypothesis,
the data reveal many significant associations between the
four war-related DRRI-assessed risk factors and the collection of eight mental, physical, and functional health
outcomes. With regard to the three war-related psychosocial stressors, findings were highly consistent with the
hypothesis and with other existing literature [11,30,51]
that perceived threat would be most salient. As noted previously, this more subjective risk factor tended to yield
the strongest associations with outcomes and stands in
contrast to the more objective psychosocial stressors of
combat experiences and aftermath of battle. The second
strongest predictor of health outcomes was self-reported
or perceived NBC exposures, which surprisingly had
slightly stronger associations with PTSD symptoms and
symptoms of its comorbid mental health conditions than
with the physical health indices that reflect Gulf War illnesses. Our findings are somewhat in contrast with the
popular view that Gulf War veterans are suffering from
physical health problems that can be accounted for by
one or more specific NBC exposures [19–20,26,52]. The
bivariate data suggest that many factors may account for
veterans’ current health and well-being rather than a single organized entity. The explanation for Gulf War veterans’ physical health complaints is therefore likely quite
complex.
Consistent with the bivariate findings, the main
effects of combat experiences and aftermath of battle
were negligible when they were entered simultaneously
with perceived threat and self-reported NBC exposures in
the multiple regressions for predicting health outcomes,
even when PTSD symptoms served as the dependent
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Table 4.
Summary of multiple regression analyses.

Variable
PTSD Symptoms [R2 = 0.37, F(7, 255) = 20.90]
Perceived Threat*
Combat Experiences
Aftermath of Battle
Self-Reported NBC Exposures*
Threat × NBC*
Combat × NBC
Aftermath × NBC
Depression Symptoms [R2 = 0.18, F(7, 284) = 8.65]
Perceived Threat*
Combat Experiences
Aftermath of Battle
Self-Reported NBC Exposures*
Threat × NBC
Combat × NBC
Aftermath × NBC
Anxiety Symptoms [R2 = 0.27, F(7, 219) = 11.39]
Perceived Threat*
Combat Experiences
Aftermath of Battle
Self-Reported NBC Exposures*
Threat × NBC*
Combat × NBC
Aftermath × NBC
Symptom Count [R2 = 0.26, F(7, 223) = 11.00]
Perceived Threat*
Combat Experiences
Aftermath of Battle
Self-Reported NBC Exposures*
Threat × NBC
Combat × NBC
Aftermath × NBC
Condition Count [R2 = 0.15, F(7, 275) = 6.91]
Perceived Threat*
Combat Experiences
Aftermath of Battle
Self-Reported NBC Exposures*
Threat × NBC
Combat × NBC
Aftermath × NBC
CDC Caseness [R2 = 0.11, F(7, 199) = 3.57]
Perceived Threat*
Combat Experiences
Aftermath of Battle
Self-Reported NBC Exposures*
Threat × NBC
Combat × NBC
Aftermath × NBC
SF-12 Physical [R2 = 0.15, F(7, 167) = 4.1]
Perceived Threat*
Combat Experiences
Aftermath of Battle
Self-Reported NBC Exposures*

Regression
Coefficient

Regression Coefficient
Standard Error

t-Value

0.62
0.33
–0.23
0.59
0.04
0.10
–0.03

0.08
0.28
0.25
0.14
0.01
0.05
0.04

7.78
1.19
–0.90
4.34
3.21
1.96
–0.83

0.16
–0.12
0.00
0.24
0.02
0.05
–0.03

0.04
0.15
0.13
0.06
0.01
0.02
0.02

4.33
–0.82
–0.01
3.69
3.12
2.24
–1.82

0.25
–0.10
–0.15
0.31
0.02
0.06
–0.05

0.04
0.15
0.13
0.07
0.01
0.03
0.02

6.69
–0.64
–1.18
4.58
4.24
2.21
–2.70

0.18
0.00
–0.25
0.28
0.01
0.04
–0.03

0.03
0.11
0.10
0.05
0.00
0.02
0.01

5.86
0.03
–2.60
5.51
2.70
2.07
–2.07

0.06
0.02
–0.15
0.13
0.00
0.00
–0.01

0.02
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.00
0.01
0.01

3.23
0.30
–2.96
4.00
1.13
0.46
–0.96

0.05
–0.06
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.01
–0.02

0.01
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.00
0.01
0.01

3.33
–1.04
0.06
3.62
0.86
1.23
–2.33

–0.22
-0.35
0.45
–0.44

0.07
0.26
0.23
0.12

–3.30
–1.34
1.94
–3.78
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Table 4. (Continued)
Summary of multiple regression analyses.

Variable

Regression
Coefficient

Regression Coefficient
Standard Error

t-Value

–0.01
–0.07
0.04

0.01
0.04
0.04

–1.05
–1.74
1.09

–0.35
–0.16
0.56
–0.41
–0.02
–0.08
0.06

0.06
0.23
0.20
0.10
0.01
0.04
0.03

–6.09
–0.69
2.88
–4.02
–3.25
–2.24
2.03

Threat × NBC
Combat × NBC
Aftermath × NBC
SF-12 Mental [R2 = 0.22, F(7, 213) = 8.82]
Perceived Threat*
Combat Experiences
Aftermath of Battle
Self-Reported NBC Exposures*
Threat × NBC*
Combat × NBC
Aftermath × NBC
*Significant

at cutoff point established by Bonferroni correction, p < 0.0014.
CDC = Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; NBC = nuclear, biological, or chemical; PTSD = posttraumatic stress disorder; SF-12 = 12-Item Short Form
Health Survey.

variable. On the other hand, both perceived threat and
self-reported NBC exposures were significant in all multiple regression analyses. These findings underscore the
value of disentangling aspects of stressful and traumatic
experiences (e.g., deployment to a war zone) to gain
more useful information about what specific features of
the global experience are most predictive of distress or ill
health.
While the main effects of perceived threat and selfreported NBC exposures were consistently observed over
all outcomes, their interpretation in the case of mental
health and mental functional health status must be qualified by the interaction effects that were observed. That is,
although each of these risk factors uniquely contributed
to PTSD symptoms, anxiety symptoms, depression
symptoms, and mental functional health status, the association between either one of these predictors and outcomes depended upon the level of the other predictor.
Here, we found that with self-reported NBC exposures as
the effect modifier, the greater the amount of environmental toxins to which veterans believed they were
exposed, the stronger the relationship between their
appraisal of fear or threat to life or bodily integrity and
mental distress and emotional quality of life. For those
who did not believe they were exposed to environmental
toxins, the perceived threat-outcome association was
weaker. Thus, support for synergistic effects was found,
with perceived threat more predictive of poorer mental
health and lower levels of mental functional health status
for individuals who endorsed more exposures to environmental hazards.

However, further pinpointing the mechanism through
which this threat × NBC interaction might play out
requires disentangling actual NBC exposures from perceived NBC exposures, an undertaking that will likely
never be accomplished with the population under study
here. In point of fact, we purposefully have referred to
the NBC variable as self-reported NBC exposures to
emphasize that it, too, is a perceived variable and not
necessarily an assertion of the actual state of affairs. It
has been argued that unless or until more evidence is
available on the presence of NBC toxic agents in the Gulf
War, the report of exposures likely may be a surrogate for
stress or anguish over the unknown long-term effects of
the deployment [53]. To be sure, the search for verifiable
markers of toxic exposures during the Gulf War was and
is an ongoing process, presently with no documented,
known, or unequivocally identified exogenous agents
[12–20]. Therefore, one might interpret scores on the
NBC exposures scale as manifestations of the respondent’s subjective state of mind, wherein worry or fear of
past possible toxic exposures further exacerbates the
influence of accounts of threat or fear of harm that one
faced in the war zone on subsequent symptoms of PTSD
and comorbid mental health entities and on mental
health-related quality of life. Alternatively, in the absence
of actual illness, distress and somatic symptoms can lead
to a search for meaning that culminates in an attribution
to NBC exposures. With cross-sectional data, we can
never fully explicate the direction of causality that underlies the observed associations. Regardless, we cannot rule
out the possibility that specific health problems among
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small numbers of veterans from particular military units
may be associated with discrete NBC exposures.
Overall, the risk factor models reflected in the multiple regression analyses were more effective in accounting for individual differences in mental health outcomes
than individual differences in physical health outcomes.
Perhaps the simplest explanation for this pattern is that
the psychosocial and self-report predictors and their
interactions would be expected to be more strongly associated with outcomes representing emotional states than
with outcomes that intend to index physical status. As
with other research on long-term consequences of warzone exposure [9], the effect on physical health appears
to be more distal and is often mediated by cumulative
effects of sustained emotional distress and associated
risky health behaviors (e.g., alcohol use, smoking). At
least with regard to the physical health outcomes, more
precise prediction might be obtained by testing more
complex models that include such variables.

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Our results highlight the multifaceted relationship
between the more objective (e.g., combat experiences)
and more subjective (e.g., perceived threat) psychosocial
stressors and their impact on the human body. As such,
these data hold promise for increasing the efficacy of
treatment for Gulf War and other veterans. Specifically,
the association we found between subjectively assessed
threat and health highlights the crucial role played by the
cognitive interpretations of an event or events. Moreover,
since perceived threat and self-reported exposure to NBC
agents were shown to be related to distress—both as
main effects and in interaction—then efforts for care and
rehabilitation, physical and emotional, might benefit by
inclusion of a component that targets appraisals and
beliefs. Our findings do not necessarily suggest that treatment needs to refute or support the veracity of the threat
or exposure, but they do highlight the possible important
influence that thoughts have on emotions, or in this case,
emotional distress. In addition, as interpretations of events
have been shown to be amenable to intervention, cognitive-behavioral therapies might be able to improve veteran health and quality of life by reframing the threat or
associated fear-provoking cognitions and placing them in
a reasonable context that is more approachable and controllable and less overwhelming and intrusive in day-today behaviors and thoughts. Although few studies have

focused on cognitive behavior applications to Gulf War
veterans’ physical health (see Donta and colleagues [54]
for an exception), such interventions have been demonstrated to be effective adjunct therapies in other related
populations, including those with fibromyalgia [55],
chronic pain [56], headache, chronic fatigue syndrome,
and tinnitus [57], and may prove useful in future treatment programs for veterans with physical health complaints that reflect potential Gulf War illnesses.
We duly recognize the limitations related to the difficulty in locating veterans 10 years after their service and
that those veterans who agreed to be interviewed, even at
a very high rate, may be systematically different from
those who could not be located. We should also note that
all data in this study were self-reported and, as such, are
subject to the cautions that self-report data engender. In
addition, the cross-sectional design, as previously
pointed out, necessarily introduces ambiguity about the
direction of causal influence. Indeed, a common factor,
interpreted in terms of general distress, neuroticism, or
some similar construct may influence responses to measures in this study, especially those that may be broadly
characterized as indicators of internal states (either predictors or outcomes). On the other hand, an advantage of
this study is that it used a national survey of communityresiding veterans. Furthermore, as noted earlier, we demonstrated the benefits of assessing multiple facets of the
war-zone experience to gain a more precise parsing of
differential effects on health and how they might operate
in a synergistic fashion.
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